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Together for a better life!

GOLDBECK SOLAR is an international compa-

ny specialized in the realization of commer-

cial and industrial photovoltaic systems. Ba-

sed on our 22 years of experience, we develop 

and integrate world-class technologies and 

offer professional, affordable and cost-ef-

fective services along the entire value chain.

Our goal is to maximize your economic 

profitability and facilitate the implemen-

tation of solar systems by reducing the 

complexity and risks of your solar projects.

The photovoltaic industry represents an 

economy with a deeper meaning that goes 

far beyond economic profit, it also has en-

vironmental, humanitarian and democratic 

benefits for all stakeholders. Thanks to the 

most powerful and reliable natural resource, 

the sun, we can generate clean energy for 

independent, sustainable and healthy living.

 

Joachim Goldbeck
Chairman of GOLDBECK SOLAR GmbH 
President of BSW (German Solar Industry Association) 
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GOLDBECK SOLAR in figures

22 Year
Expierence since 2001

265 Employees
    GOLDBECK SOLAR GmbH

2,500 MWp
Installed capacity

20 Countries
Project realised

1,200 MWp
    O&M Portfolio

Customer Benefits

1.1.   A tangible investment with  
predictalble returns in a strategic area. 
area. 

2. 2.   A reliable system of the highest quality at a 
competitive price.

3.3.    Professioanl advice until you are sure of your 
decision

4. 4.    We make your project bankable thanks to our 
22 years of experience and expertise.

5.5.   Support in choosing the best financing option. 

6. 6.  Award-winning engineering and technology.

7. 7.  A flexible and adaptable partner that      
responds to your individual needs.

8. 8.   A highly qualified partner for solar energy. 

9. 9.  Multiple designs are virtually compared to 
find the best technical solution and most cost 
effective solution for your project.

10. 10. A collaboration with a solid 
    family business with strong values and 
    sound financial strength. 

„GOLDBECK SOLAR is known for its technical excellence, 
speed of construction and professional service“.
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GOLDBECK SOLAR offers you
competence and experience trough

all phases of your Project.  

Now is the time to take a step towards 

economic and technical independence and 

sustainability and position yourself for the 

future!

GOLDBECK SOLAR shows you how. We are 

experts with 22 years of successful experi-

ence in the field of solar technology.

Project Development

From the first idea, we are your partner. Before your so-
lar project sees the light of day, we check the feasibility 
and clarify together the conditions to make your plan vi-
able. We support you during the process of selecting the 
right land and during the acquisition or leasing process.  
Planning from the beginning: we analyze in depth and 
optimize the parameters of the initial technical designs 
and installations. The technical support we offer to speed 
up the approval process gives you a decisive advantage.

Engineering, procurement, and construction (EPC)

GOLDBECK SOLAR develops a clear vision for your 
solar project together with you. From the planning, 
through the procurement of the necessary materi-
als and services, to the realization and subsequent 
maintenance of your solar system, we are always 
at your side. The coordination of all steps comes 
from a single source and thus avoids interrup-
tions. This way we guarantee efficiency and quality. 

Operations & Maintenance (O&M)

Our O&M concept guarantees the permanent satis-
faction of your investment in clean and sustainable 
energy. Our service personnel handles more than 500 
systems and more than 1,200 MW of installed ca-
pacity on a daily basis. Whether open areas or roof-
tops, central inverters or string inverters, thin-film 
or crystalline module technology: our team is your 
competent partner for your photovoltaic system.
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EPC 
Engineering, procurement  

and construction

IPP
Independent  

power producerPPA
Power Purchase 

Agreement

Project- 
development

O&M
Operation and  
Maintenance

Financing

Offtaker
Self consump-

tion

Your own investment – for your energy 

If you want to take full advantage of 
your project and hold the reins yourself, 
then invest and harvest. 
Contribute your own equity or a solar 
loan to turn your roof or land into a solar 
power system. You can use the energy 
for self-consumption supplementing it 
with an optimization battery or feed it 
into the grid. 

Our investment – your energy with 
a PPA (Power Purchase Agreement)

You don’t want to build and invest 
directly, but still wish to take advantage 
of green and inexpensive electricity? 
Then just receive and enjoy the clean 
electricity – we will take care of the rest. 
We offer you an attractive  Power Pur-
chase Agreement, in short, PPA.  

Our joint investment – our energy as 
partners

GOLDBECK SOLAR develops as IPP 
(Independent Power Producer) its own 
Projects. We can offer you different 
investment opportunities. Please 
contact us to check your best options. We 
can also help you to take your place in the 
energy market as IPP yourself. Solar En-
ergy is a profitable and safe investment. 

01. 02. 03.

Products and Services

PV Solar Roofs

commercial & industrial areas 

PV Solar Parks

commercial & large scale

Grid connection

Transformers & substations,

Overhead lines, medium and 

High Voltage

How to finance?
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REFERENCESREFERENCES

Solar plants:
Rooftops and 
parks

Solar Park Zwartowo, Poland 
Power: 204,000 kWp
Start of Operation: 09/2022
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Solar parks 

From 6 MWp photovoltaic systems to large-scale projects with more 

than 100 MWp, we are your contact for professional implementation 

and support.  

Solar roofs

Thanks to our experience in industrial construction, we know all the 

aspects that need to be taken into account to build a successful solar 

roof.

GOLDBECK SOLAR is your flat roof specialist.

Bruhrain, Germany 

Capacity: 6.166 kWp 

Commissioning: 04/2022 

Bavelse Berg, Netherlands 

Capacity: 37.000 kWp

Commissioning: 03/2021

Smartlog Maasvlakte, 

Nethrelands 

Capacity: 25 MWp 

Commissioning: 05/2022

 Rheinenergie, Germany

Capacity: 3,750 kWp 

Commissioning: 03/2022

Greiwing Worms, Germany 

Capacity 675 kWp 

Commissioning: 11/2022

Logicor Gelsenkirchen,            

Germany 

Capacity: 745 kWp 

Commissioning: 03/2022

Lurrig, Ireland

Capacity: 5.2 MWp

Commissioning: 06/2022 
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Contacts

Germany and Europe
GOLDBECK SOLAR GmbH
Goldbeckstr. 7
69493 Hirschberg a.d. Bergstraße
Deutschland
Tel. + 49 (0) 6201 7103 300
Fax.+ 49 (0) 6201 7103 499
info@goldbecksolar.com

United Kingdom
GOLDBECK SOLAR Ltd.
Eagle 2 Hatchford Brook
Coventry Road
Birmingham B26 3RZ
info@goldbecksolar.com

Netherlands
GOLDBECK SOLAR Nederland B.V,
Roggeweg 30N
6534 AJ Nijmegen
Niederlande
Tel. + 31 85 222 1489
info@goldbecksolar.com

 

Chile
Solarnet Chile Spa
Av. Santa Maria de Chamisero 14700 – 36
CP 9340000 Santiago de Chile
Tel.+ 56 9  7785 2668
claudio.alemany@solarnet.energy

Mexico
GOLDBECK SOLAR México S.A. de C.V. 
Tel.+ 52 55 9172  8690
info-mexico@goldbecksolar.com

Canada 
GOLDBECK SOLAR CANADA Corp. 
19 Dufferin Street, Suite 101A 
Toronto, Ontario 
Canada M6K 3J1
 Phone: +1 416 907 0408 
Email: info@goldbecksolar.cap-joule.com

www.goldbecksolar.com
February 2023 

Our markets  
where the sun shines

Asia
kazakhstan

Latin America
Chile
México

Europe
Germany 
Great Britain 
Ireland 
Spain

Legend

 Project built

  Target Markets

 Headquaters

North America
Canada
U.S.A


